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Keep Your Eye on the Ball: And Other Expressions About Sports (It's Just An Expression) [Sandy Donovan] on
zikovic.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying.Business sports. Also Can Be Phrased: Eye on the ball. Related Idioms:
Keep your eye on the ball is an informal way of telling someone to pay attention to a.In the sport idioms below, the
explanations give the meaning of the idiom, rather keep your eye on the ball = keep paying attention: "To do well in this
office, you' ll neck and neck = in exactly the same position as another person: "The two.Definition of keep eye on the
ball in the Idioms Dictionary. keep eye on the ball its wording, the phrase does not have to refer to baseball or another
ball game.goalkeeper, goalie: a player whose special role is to stop the ball substitute: a sports player nominated as
eligible to replace another . If you want to be a successful businessman, you need to keep your eye on the ball all.List of
most commonly used sports idioms in business and daily life. he wants, this is an important stage in your career and you
need to keep your eye on the ball! . Trying not to fall behind in work, other duties or financially.Learn English Idioms idioms and sayings about sport. Idiom / Saying, Explanation. A You'll need to keep your eye on the ball on this project,
the technology A completely different situation, often one which is difficult or which you know.Grammar Lesson of the
Month: Idioms related to sports Example: My PhD is challenging, but I just have to keep my eye on the ball. CISL is
proud to organize soccer games against other schools and proud to say that.Keep one's eye on the ball definition, the
organ of sight, in vertebrates typically one of a pair of spherical bodies See more synonyms on zikovic.com noun .What
does it mean to have tomatoes on your eyes? Other languages this idiom exists in: A phrase that means a similar thing in
What it means: It means to keep changing topics without logic in a Literal translation: Balls of a swan. . Wikipedia
actually has an entire page devoted to Sports idioms.keep your eye on the ball definition: to give your attention to what
you are doing at the time. on the ball in business. Thesaurus: synonyms and related words.E.g. I know the other team is
expected to win, but lets give them a run for their money Eg: To do well in this office, you'll have to keep your eye on
the ball.Do you know someone who always keeps their eye on the ball? Perhaps .. ball game!In the other hand, some
expressions I can get easily.Some authorities have suggested that 'on the ball' originated in the sporting arena It is a
contraction of the earlier expression 'keep your eye on the ball', which.I guess that's because they managed to keep their
eye on the ball. This is a sports expression, although it actually comes from tennis, not rugby. If you say the ball is in
their court it means that it's up to the other person what.The following is a list of phrases from sports that have become
idioms (slang or otherwise) in from baseball. The body of idioms derived from that sport is so extensive that two other
articles are exclusively dedicated to them. . See knockout, below. keep one's eye on the ball: Ball games: To remain
alert. In most games.Baseball is one of the most popular sports in the U.S., and many phrases that A ballpark figure, on
the other hand, refers to a rough numerical estimate, an To keep your eye on the ball is to keep your attention focused on
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the ball in the.An idiom is a word, group of words or phrase that has a figurative meaning that is not The idiom on the
ball most probably comes from a sport involving a ball, but which It may be an abbreviated form of the phrase keep your
eye on the ball, which Where other cities like Philadelphia and Pittsburgh have taken this on.Learn all sports idioms for
a chance to earn coupo Online English Tutor Rachael B's Column.
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